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Einstein Telescope  
or the sounds of a Big Bang 

How to make a perfect new telescope? 

Far away mountain:  

    without scattered background light 

            must be high elevation  

            (min. moisture and noise from air conditions) 

            giant mirror needed 

            most modern light sensors 

            must look for primordial light sources 

However… 



Our Universe becomes transparent to light  
only ~ 380 000 years after the Big Bang  



Einstein „Stetoscope”  
or the „sounds” of the Big Bang 

How to observe the Early Universe? 

Light cannot shed more light on the first  

380 000 years: but gravitational waves can!  

    a need for a place where there is minimal noise 

            underground (with minimal seizmic noise) 

            large facility (10x10x10 km) 

            laser interferometer as sensor 

            to detect the tiniest ripples of space-time 

However… 

Site can be also located on satellites… 

Perhaps also on the South Pole … 



Einstein Telescope: 
R+D+I possibility nearby, too… 



Length scales: 5 million km 
equilateral triangle 

 

Laser or atom interferometer 

 

Design phase (NASA) 

 

Main advantage: sensitivity 

Drawback: expensive 

 & far away  

LISA: satellite system, an „ear”  
To listen to the Big Bang  



Start of a new era? 

 

Main result:  

First indirect 
observation of  

Early Universe 

 

Drawback:  

Results to be 
confirmed 

 

1-2 years from now: 

Control 
measurements 

to be published 

 

 

BICEP2: On the South Pole  
First indirect observation of GW 



Discovery potential: 

 

UNIverse? 

 

Or, possibly, a 

  

MULTIverse, World of Worlds? 

 

Big Bang, or  

Big Bangs? 

 

1-2 years from now: 

Control measurements to be 
analyzed 

BICEP2:   
Polarized light: indirect observation 



Olaszország, Tuscany, Cascina 

2 arms, 3 km each, laser interferometer realized  

First generation stage passed, no discovery yet 
 

1-2 years: 2nd generation 

 

Back to Europe:  „GW-Stetoscope” 
The VIRGO GW detector in Italy 



America, Germany, Italy, India, Japan: 

Who will be the first to observe gravitational waves directly? 

EU: a chance for Central Europe 

Favourable geography nearby 

 

Existing GW detectors: 
LIGO, VIRGO, GEO, Indigo, KAGRA  



 
First generation:  
Goal:  test of operation (worked) 
  
Second generation 
Goal: direct observation,  
         discovery 
  
 
Very precise detectors are needed 
to study some  
of the basic questions, e.g. 
 
How boils the Quark Gluon 
Plasma in the Early Universe? 
 
1 -> 2 ->  
     3rd generation of detectors 
 
Einstein Telescope:  
     site selection in progress 
 

Why the 3rd Generation? 



EGO and the ET project 



 
VIRGO: 3 km + 3 km 
LIGO: 2x(4 km + 4 km) 
  
ET: 10 km x 10 km x 10 km 
 
2nd generation: 
Few events / 10 years 
 
3rd generation: 
Few hundreds of events / year 
 
For example, collisions of  
Black holes 
 
ET: site selection in progress 
Shortlisted:  
               Corsica (France) 
               Pirennians (Spain) 
               Mátra hills (Hungary) 
 
A possilibity for top level V4 
collaboration for 
Visegrad counties  
(Czech R., Hungary, Poland, Slovakia) 
 

Technical details 



ET project, roadmap 



ET R&D Participants 

Poland: full member, participants from Warsaw 

Hungary: associated member 

Participation in Hungary: to be increased (Miskolc University, KRF) 



ET plans for implementation 

Local S3 projects:  

Eger, Gyöngyös, Hatvan Regions (Mátra region) site support confirmed 

ET: Hungarian S3 project for regional development  

 



ET: Einstein Telescope 

 

Instead of looking for light 

Listening to  gravitational waves 
from the early Universe 

 

Biggest possible discovery: 

 

Universe? 

 

Or, possibly 

  

MULTIverse, Word of Worlds? 

 

Big Bang, or Big Bangs? 

 

Promise: 

 

completion of  Copernican idea, 

in the broadest possible sense 

SUMMARY 



ET: Einstein „Teleszkóp” 

Helyett: Eötvös „szTetoszkóp” 

 

„Fül” az Ősrobbanás 
gravitációs hullámverésére 

 

A legfontosabb amit 
felfedezhetünk vele: 

 

VilágEGYetem. 

UNIverzum? 

 

Vagy esetleg 

  

Világok Világa, 

MULTIverzum? 

 

Ősrobbanás,  

Vagy ősrobbanások? 

 

SUMMARY: ET for V4 


